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            BEFORE THE ELECTRICITY OMBUDSMAN, HARYANA 

Haryana Electricity Regulatory Commission 

Bays No. 33 - 36, Sector – 4, Panchkula-134109 

Telephone No. 0172-2572299; Website: - herc.nic.in 

E-mail: eo.herc@nic.in   
(Regd.  Post)       

Appeal No.  : 21/2021 

                 Received on  : 08.06.2021 

Registered on : 18.06.2021 

Date of order :          22.07.2021 

 

           In the matter of: - 

  Appeal against the order dated 29.04.2021 passed by CGRF, UHBVN, Kurukshetra in 

case No. UH/CGRF-27/2021. 

 

  Sh. Rajinder Singh, S/o Sh. Trilochan Singh, Resident of Biscuit Factory, Dhand Road, 

Kaithal.   

                                                                                            Appellant/Complainant  

    
Versus 

 
UHBVNL 

                        
 Respondents 

  
    Before:  

          Sh. Virendra Singh, Electricity Ombudsman   
 
         Present on behalf of Appellant:  

Sh. Rajinder Singh 

Sh. Uggar Sain Mittal  

 

         Present on behalf of Respondents:   

          Sh. Prince Bura SDO/Op, Sub-Urban Sub Division No.1, UHBVNL, Kaithal 

 

  

          ORDER 
   

1. Sh. Rajinder Singh, S/o Sh. Trilochan Singh, Resident of Biscuit Factory, Dhand 

Road, Kaithal has filed an Appeal against the order dated 29.04.2021 passed by 

CGRF, UHBVN, Kurukshetra in case No. UH/CGRF-27/2021. The Appellant 

submitted as under: - 

1.1 The CGRF, UHBVN, Kurukshetra vide order dt 29-04-2021, rightfully, held gross 

responsible one Shri S.L. Goel, A.E.E / M & P division, for making wrong connection 

of the appellant on 31-10-2018 thereby making a cause of raising demand of 
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Rs.97,286.00 as per bill dt 12-03-2020 and further Rs.3,96,674.00 as per bill dt 15-

04-2019.  

1.2 The CGRF, further held in its decision dt 29-04-2021, Sh. Palla Ram LDC (working 

against the post of CA) of ‘operation staff’ negligent responsible for applying wrong 

multiplication factor and in this way the appellant has been charged the amount two 

times. The forum further observed for the harassment meted out by the Nigam un-

necessarily to the appellant. The CGRF has erred while communicating its decision 

at the cost of appellant because of the followings: -  

➢ The CGRF, has mistaken in mis-interpreting & mis-spelling the contents of 

complaint instituted on 03-02-2021. 

➢ The case of the appellant is not relating for initiating action against the 

official/officer concerned who has connected connection wrongly B-Phase with R-

Phase. 

➢ Nor the appellant is meant for acting against the revenue official who has not 

applied correct multiplication factor. Instrically, the complaint of the appellant is 

against raising unwanted demand of Rs. 97,286.00 and Rs.3,96,674.00 billed as 

per bill dt 12-03-2020 and dt 15-04-2020 respectively. 

➢ The CGRF, has turned down the submission against raising impugned and 

spurious demand in both the two cases.   

➢ The ground/resort taken by the CGRF, has not been justified and that creating 

hallucination and delirium in appellant’s mind, on the manner and grounds under 

which the demand has been raised. 

➢ On one hand, the CGRF has held responsible Nigam’s officials by raising excess 

demand to the appellant while on the other contrarily has dis- approved the 

submission of the appellant at his cost. 

➢ The CGRF has adopted different standard and means in disposal of the 

complaint. Un-democratic / illegal clouts have been vamped out to unforeseen and 

to dispose off the complaint. 

➢ The SDO/JE of operation, Kaithal or other officials of UHBVN representing the M 

& P staff or in whose presence the connection connected with R-phase cannot be 

exonerated its accountability. But no action has been proposed against them, 

thereby adopting policy of friendism and brotherism. 
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➢ The CGRF has given up the facts mentioned in the complaint or led through 

arguments categorically for instance the appellant would increase the print price 

cost of the product proportionately.  

➢ The M & P staff was neither having identification card nor got approval from their 

higher office nor informed the operation staff before proceeding its destination. 

➢ Not found fulfilling his ill-motives, the team has vacated the installation like a 

delinquent, although they entered in flip-flopping manner. 

➢ An AFM & Lineman got called at the site by the team after checking was over and 

their signatures got obtained to fill up the fissure only. 

➢ The checking team haphazardly omitted to get the report signed by the appellant 

or the person present at the time of checking. The CGRF did not add his comments 

on the averments made by the appellant nor authentication of the report.  

➢ The CGRF, has mistaken that the person below rank of SDO or JE, is not 

competent to represent on behalf of operation staff. 

➢ The AFM/LM vests no power to accompany M & P Staff alone to authenticate the 

report of checking party. The CGRF, has mistaken to pin-point this aspect in his 

decision with the pretention the arguments is the repetition of the old averments. 

➢ The checking report neither shown to the appellant nor got signed as 

authentication without which this, is null and void showing hollowness on the 

part of M & P wing. 

1.3 The CGRF in number of cases did not incorporate in its decision, the arguments led 

by the appellant with the pretention that this is nearly repetition of the old points. 

The CGRF, in any case did not find the newness and had been supporting the 

exposition of the operation staff even after closing the proceeding of the appeal & 

had been calling the respondent to bring the things according to its taste.  

➢ The insipid & apathetic attitude of the CGRF towards the appellant and 

propensity of inclination towards respondent creating sort of delirium in 

appellant’s mind and that raised interrogation on the sanctity of the orders.  

1.4 The CGRF, has escalated the grievances of the appellant by dittoing the ostentatious 

reply of the respondent with regard to conveying message through whatsapp for the 

short assessment of Rs.3,96,274.00 with the following explications: -  

➢ There is no instruction of the Nigam to convey message for assessment through 

whatsapp. 
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➢ The supplying information through whatsapp is not sufficient till it bears complete 

detail of charges. Apart of this, the respondent has not been directed to supply a 

hard copy of the whatsapp as requested by the appellant so as to make your 

Honor apprised of the varsity of the respondent to supplying intimation. 

➢ Only the information is not sufficient to annotate any comprehensive reply against 

imposition of the charges. 

➢ So far as the notice given for imposition of charges of Rs.97,296.00 is concerned, 

the notice is quite vague, indistinct and surly. 

➢ The contents of the notice do not help to the appellant to arrive at corollary. 

➢ No comments / reply can be given unless accompanying legible details. 

➢ The charges to the tune of Rs.97,296.00 imposed without the disposal of the reply 

of the notice. 

➢ The decision of the CGRF is therefore, indistinct, equivocated, devoid of natural 

justice, bears numerous interpolations and full of in-judiciousness raising 

interrogation on the sanctity of the decision giving odour of favourism, one-

sidedness, partial and not entertaining the arguments made by the appellant 

orally in its order by the CGRF.  

1.5 All that generated another dispute, provided handle and has approached your good 

Hon’our for adjudication in democratic, conventional and colloquial way. 

It prays: -  

➢ The respondent be directed to waive off the demand of Rs.97,286.00 charged 

through impugned bill dt 12-03-2020. 

➢ To waive off the demand of Rs.3,97,674.00 charged through impugned bill dt 15-

04-2020. 

➢ It needs to be decided the circumstances under which the wrong connection has 

been given to the appellant on 31-10-2018 by association B-phase with R-phase 

of C.T. secondary. 

➢ It may be seen the purpose of checking of the team haphazardly and without 

informing the senior office of the M & P Wing and authorities of the UHBVN. 

➢ The recovery in both the cases may be made good from the officials of the 

operation and M & P wing by contra credit to appellant. 

➢ The competency of the AFM/Lineman accompanying M & P staff be seen. 
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➢ It may be seen the circumstances under which information of assessment of 

Rs.3,96,674.00 given through whatsapp for which Nigam’s instruction does not 

permit. 

➢ The harassment caused in the shape of compensation of Rs.10,000.00 be given. 

➢ The cost of the appeal to Rs.11,000.00 be awarded. 

➢ Any other relief to which the Hon’ble Electricity Ombudsman found entitled to be 

given to the appellant. 

➢ The entire episode of giving wrong connection bearing subsequent checking be 

investigated in elongation.  

➢ It may be seen that the forum has been held responsible for the loss sustain to 

the Nigam at the cost of appellant while contrary to this he held responsible 

‘Operation and M & P wing’ for all the lapses. 

2. The appeal was registered on 18.06.2021 as an appeal No. 21/2021 and accordingly, 

notice of motion to the Appellant and the Respondents was issued on 21.06.2021 for 

hearing the matter on 07.07.2021. 

3. Hearing was held on 07.07.2021, as scheduled. During the hearing, the Appellant and 

the Respondent SDO were present via video-conferencing. The Appellant briefed his 

appeal. The Respondent SDO submitted that he joined the sub division recently and 

could not furnish the reply, he requested to grant time for the same. Accordingly. The 

Respondent SDO was directed to submit his reply within ten days from the receipt of 

this order with advance copy to the Appellant. Acceding to the request of the 

Respondent, the matter was adjourned for 22.07.2021 at 2.30 P.M. 

4. SDO/Op, Sub-Urban Sub Division No.1, UHBVNL, Kaithal vide his email on 

14.07.2021 has submitted the reply to the appeal as under: - 

 

4.1 That the appeal preferred by the appellant is not maintainable for the reasons that 

the order Impugned in appeal is a well-reasoned order passed by the Ld. CGRF, 

Kurukshetra based upon the due appreciation of the facts, records as well as 

relevant sales circulars of the Nigam and has no illegality as Hon’ble CGRF conclude 

and decide that both the amount charged to the consumer account are quite in order 

and in conformity with the provision of electricity Act 2003 and thus the complainant 

made by Sh. Rajender Singh has not been found maintainable. No other relief is 

justified to the complainant. 

4.2 That the claim of appellant is not maintainable as the same is suffering from huge 

laches as the appellant/complainant is claiming waive off amounting Rs. 97286-00 
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as per bill dated 12-3-2020 and amount of 396674-00 as per bill dated 15-04-2020. 

As the amount of total 97286-00 & 396674-00 i.e. 493960-00 was charged against 

appellant electric account bearing no. X-13-1217-75 (3308311000) on account of 

LOR due to 33% slowness observed by the M & P staff during checking of CT/ meter 

on 25-05-2019. The above said amount is /was calculated as per norms or electricity 

act and provision of sale circular of UHBVN as per required MF-5 formula applicable 

to the electric connection of appellant /complainant for charging of consumed units 

bill and as per provision the same was charged /pasted vide SC & AR  89/03 & SC 

& AR 89/06 against the account of appellant / complainant. The appellant 

/complainant was duly intimated about the checking and remaining bills amount 

i.e. LOR and appellant/ complainant admitting the same correct and accurate as per 

his consumption deposited the whole amount i.e. 97286-00 & 396674-00 (493960-

00) with the Nigam in part payment along with his regular consumption bill without 

raising any objection. 

Reply on merits: 

➢ That the contents and submission of appellant in the para no.1 of the appeal are 

wrong and not admitted. The contents are not defined and described as per the 

actual version of order dated 29-04-2021 passed by Hon’ble CGRF. However, 

Hon’ble CGRF Kurukshetra recommend disciplinary action against Sh. S.L. Goel 

on account of making of wrong connection of CT with meter to record the accurate 

consumed electricity of the appellant only. Although the electricity consumed by 

the appellant in his Industries was assessed and calculated as per the provision 

and instruction of Nigam and in this regard detailed sundry is/was prepared and 

pasted as SC & AR 89/03 and 89/06 and appellant consumer admitting the same 

correct and accurate, deposited the whole amount with the Nigam without any 

objection. 

➢ That the contents and submission of appellant in the para no.2 of the appeal are 

wrong and not admitted. The contents are not defined and described as per the 

actual version of order dated 29-04-2021 passed by Hon’ble CGRF. However, 

Hon’ble CGRF Kurukshetra recommend disciplinary action against Sh. Pala Ram 

LDC working against the post of C.A. for not applying accurate multiplying factor 

and thus the charge twice on account of slowness of meter. It is pertinent to 

mention that office of respondent no. 01 received the data report of checking dated 

25-05-2019 in the month of Jan 2020 and observing the same as a regular 

connection, inadvertently a routine regular LOR bill of an amounting rupees 

97286-00 was calculated and prepared for the slowness of 33% without any 

multiplying factor and the same was pasted as SC & AR 89/03 against the 
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account of appellant for the billing month of March 2020. Later on, in the just next 

billing month, Sh. Pala Ram LDC working against the post of C.A. observing the 

inadvertently mistake, again calculated and prepared the LOR i.e. amounting 

rupees 396674-00 after applying the remaining MF-04 formula and same was 

pasted as SC & AR 89/06 against the account of appellant for the next billing 

month of April 2020. Appellant/ complainant admitting the same correct and 

accurate as per his consumption deposited the whole amount i.e. 97286-00 & 

396674-00 (493960-00) with the Nigam in part payment along with his regular 

consumption bill without raising any objection. 

➢ Reply of sub para of para no. 02 is as under : 

➢ That the contents and submission of appellant in the sub para no. 2 (a) to 2 (p) of 

the appeal are wrong and not admitted. The contents are not defined and 

described as per the actual version of order dated 29-04-2021 passed by Hon’ble 

CGRF as the same are mentioned by the appellant in his own language for self-

interest only to create a   false version and to falsify the order of Hon’ble CGRF 

by levelling serious allegation with wrong facts and plea. 

➢ However the Hon’ble CGRF as per process and provisions after hearing the both 

parties on merits , orally as well as observing the written submission and 

documents produce by both parties,  conclude  and decide that both the amount 

charged to the consumer account are quite in order and conformity with the 

provision of Electricity Act 2003 and thus complaint made by Sh. Rajender Singh 

has not been found maintainable and also gave a finding that no other relief is 

justified to the complainant / appellant. Although Hon’ble CGRF declined the 

claim of complainant as a whole on merits and only gave an otherwise finding 

against official and employees qua there official duties and clerical mistake. It is 

also to pertinent to mention here that the officer and LDC against whom 

disciplinary action is recommended in the order of Hon’ble CGRF by the 

department, are not party in this proceeding /complaint. It is also pertinent to 

mention here that official / employee of answering respondent act upon their duty 

as per provision of electricity Act and instruction of Nigam.  

➢ That the contents and submission of appellant in the para no. 03 & 03 (a) of the 

appeal are wrong and not admitted. The contents are not defined and described 

as per the actual version of order dated 29-04-2021 passed by Hon’ble CGRF. 

The contents are wrongly defined and described by the appellant in his own 

language for self-interest only to alleged serious nature allegation on the Hon’ble 

CGRF in regard their proceeding and order and also create a   false version to 
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falsify the order of Hon’ble CGRF by levelling serious allegation with wrong facts 

and plea. However, the Hon’ble CGRF as per process and provisions after hearing 

the both parties on merits, orally as well as observing the written submission and 

documents produce by both parties, conclude and decide that both the amount 

charged to the consumer account are quite in order and conformity with the 

provision of Electricity Act 2003. 

➢ That the contents and submission of appellant in para no. 04 & sub para 4(a) to 

4(h) of the appeal are wrong and denied as these are wrongly defined and 

described by the appellant in his own language for self-interest only to create a   

false version to falsify the order of Hon’ble CGRF with wrong facts and plea. 

However respondents during the epidemic disease to follow up  the guideline and 

medical advised of Higher Authority adopt the safe, easy and accessible mode to 

contact the consumer qua the recovery of Nigam i.e. bills/arrears qua their 

connection and also update the whole proceeding qua their electric connection / 

dispute / audit report / checking report within time and the same mode was 

adopted to intimate the complainant / appellant qua LOR prepared and charge 

against his account and after got intimation from Nigam appellant /complainant  

admitting the same correct and accurate as per his consumption deposited the 

whole amount i.e. 97286-00 & 396674-00 (493960-00) with the Nigam in part 

payment along with his regular consumption bill without raising any objection. at 

any point of time before depositing the disputed LOR amount or later on. Although 

the Hon’ble CGRF as per process and provisions after hearing the both parties on 

merits, orally as well as observing the written submission and documents produce 

by both parties, conclude and decide that both the amount charged to the 

consumer account are quite in order and conformity with the provision of 

Electricity Act 2003.  

➢ That the contents of para no. 05 of the appeal are wrong and denied and not 

admitted to be correct. However, answering respondent as per provision of 

Electricity Act and Instruction of Nigam calculate and prepared the LOR bill 

amount and appellant /complainant deposited the same with the Nigam and is 

regularly using the electricity at his Industry as per the norm of Nigam without 

any disturbance. 

➢ Prayer cause along with its sub para I to XII is wrong and not admitted. It is 

therefore respectfully prayed that appeal preferred by the appellant / 

complainant may kindly be dismissed with special cost. 
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5. The Appellant vide his email on 18.07.2021 has submitted as under: -Continued 

from point 25 from the previous letter dt 06-07-2021 

5.1 It does not pass the throat that the connection got released in the presence of two 

wings due to mistake caused in giving wrong connections.  

5.2 The M & P Wing at the connivance of Operation staff has setup a grocery shop. In 

the first instance the connection is released in wrong direction with deliberate 

intention and thereafter, in the subsequent visit a contrive is made to grind its own 

axe.  

5.3 This is not a single case, there are other consumers under the superintendence of 

supervisory office, in whose cases the similar standard has been adopted.  

5.4 The operation staff is equally responsible for putting the appellant into loss, but with 

the benevolence of CGRF, the former has made scot-free. Although, the appellant is 

concerning only for making good the loss. However, one Sh. Palla Ram, LDC, has 

been made a scape-goat.  

5.5 Suffice it to say, the full order is one sided, turning to one point and shows inclination 

towards the respondent, all this creating delirium in appellant’s mind.  

5.6 The CGRF vide include order dt 29-04-2021 has erred in expressing displeasure on 

the appellant but it did not give the cause of displeasure. The CGRF has said nothing 

in this respect except to build castle in the air. These allegations appearing to have 

been levied to justify the order and to ambush its own error in a strategic plan.   

5.7 The CGRF did not give any justification under which he held the charges ok and has 

attributed the applicant to make good the loss of the Nigam for all intents and 

purposes.  

5.8 The deciding authority is ill-tempered, peevish in mind, nauseated and fastidious in 

outward bearing. His physique doth demonstrates, is much enough to establish the 

facts narrated above.  

5.9 The appellant very honorably placed letter dt 08-04-2021 before the CGRF but the 

latter in irritation and annoyance mood flanged it on the ground down the chair by 

lowering down its grace nor incorporated in its verdict. 

6. Hearing was held on 22.07.2021, as scheduled. During the hearing, the parties were 

present through conferencing and pleaded the case strongly in their favour reiterating 

their written submissions.  

7. Having heard both the parties and record made available in the file, it has come forth 

that the new connection of the Appellant was checked on 31.10.2018 by Sh. S. L. Goel 

AEE/ M&P and subsequent periodical checking of the same was done by Sh. Karambir 
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Gupta SDO M&P along with Sh. Omprakash, JE M&P, Sh. Jai Kishan AFM and Sh. 

Rajinder Singh LM on 25.05.2019 wherein the meter was found slow by 33% due to 

wrong phase association i.e. wrong CT connections and the actual meter reading 

multiplying factor as per installed CTs of capacity 3X25/5 A was 5 (five). But the 

Concerned CA charged the amount of Rs. 97286/- at first instance in the bill of March, 

2020, taking multiplying factor as 1(one) to recover loss of revenue due to recording 

33% less consumption in the meter and when the mistake of application of wrong 

multiplying factor came in the notice of the office, balance amount of Rs. 3,96,674/- 

considering the actual multiplier 5(five) was again charged in the bill of April, 2020; 

the amount has been deposited by the consumer. Therefore, the contention of the 

Appellant that the demand of Rs. 97,286/- and Rs. 3,97,624/- by UHBVN should be 

waived off cannot be accepted as consumer is bound to pay for the legitimate 

consumption made by him. However, Sh. S.L. Goel, AEE/M&P, who was supposed to 

check the correctness of the metering equipment at the time of checking of the 

Appellant meter on 31.10.2018, and Sh. Pala Ram, LDC working as CA, who ought to 

have applied the correct multiplying factor at the time calculating loss revenue due 

slowness of the meter, are failed to perform their duty properly and responsible for 

causing loss of revenue to UHBVN in lieu of loss of interest and causing unnecessary 

harassment to the consumer.  

On perusal of the order dated 29.04.2021, passed by CGRF, UHBVN, Kurukshetra, 

wherein, it has already recommended to UHBVN to initiate disciplinary action against 

both the officials, I am of considered view that no cause of interference in the order of 

CGRF is made out. Therefore, the appeal is dismissed, accordingly. 

 

 Both the parties to bear their own costs. File may be consigned to record. 

 Given under my hand on22July, 2021. 

 

 

 

                  (Virendra Singh) 

Dated:22nd July, 2021           Electricity Ombudsman, Haryana 

 

 C.C 

Memo. No. HERC/EO/Appeal No.21/2021/ 

     Dated: -  

1. Sh. Rajinder Singh, S/o Sh.Trilochan Singh, Resident of Biscuit Factory, 

Dhand Road, Kaithal. 

2. The Managing Director, UHBVN, Vidhut Sadan, C-16, Sector – 6, 

Panchkula – 134109 
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3. The Chief Engineer “Op’, UHBVN, SCO 89, Sector – 5, Panchkula -134109 

4. The Superintending Engineer ‘Op’ Circle, UHBVNL, Rajiv Gandhi Vidyut, 

Bhawan, Pehowa Chowk, Kaithal – 136027 

5. The Executive Engineer ‘Op, UHBVNL, Rajiv Gandhi Vidyut, Bhawan, 

Pehowa Chowk, Kaithal – 136027 

6. The SDO/Op., Sub-Urban Sub Division No.1, 33 KV sub-staion, Siwan 

Gate, UHBVNL, Kaithal -136027. 

 


